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Introduction 
 

Although society considers the practice of sex as natural, we know how this practice, when 

taken to the extreme, can become as destructive as alcohol, tobacco and gambling. So how 

do we tell the difference? When does normal sexual activity cross the line into addiction?  

The scientific community has determined universal standards to identify addictive behavior 

in other areas (such as chemical substance abuse or other process addictions). These same 

standards apply to compulsive sexual behavior. 

The use of a chemical substance or a compulsive behavior becomes uncontrollable because 

the addict continually needs more and becomes helpless to stop. Consequences that should 

make the addict rethink their conduct do not have that effect, and consequently the addict 

continues in the same pattern of behavior, no matter how destructive the outcomes.   

The addict becomes a slave to the addiction over time, because the brain’s adaptations make 

it necessary to increase the substance and the compulsion to have the same effect as before.  

This is true of all chemical and process addictions. 

Since the act of sex produces a chemical in the brain to prepare the body, the same principle 

holds true. The brain becomes tolerant to the chemical substances released by the sexual 

behavior, and the compulsive need to get more and more excitement from the relationship 

continues to grow.   

This escalation of brain chemistry may lead the person to two variations of behavior.  

The first variation is that the person finds themselves needing to engage in sex more and more 

frequently to feel satisfied. 

The second variation is that the person begins experimenting with more and more risky 

experiences to achieve the same results. In other words, the person may begin to seek out 

novel and even dangerous forms of sexual behavior in order to achieve the same “high” – 

behavior that they would never have agreed to or thought themselves capable of earlier in 

their lives. This is the effect of tolerance neurochemistry.   

When a sex addict either creates fantasies of sexual encounters or goes out seeking real sexual 

encounters, these produce stimulation of sexual reactions in the brain that release the pleasure 

hormone and improve the addict’s mood. Sex addicts become so attached to these feelings of 

pleasure, that they do not care about the harmful consequences of their behavior. On the 

contrary, they deny, underestimate and justify their activities without worrying about the 

results.   

Over the course of time, this becomes a destructive cycle in the addict’s life. The lust for 

pleasure leads to more and more extreme behavior, which leads to guilt and disgust for 

oneself, and even despair, which leads to the pursuit of pleasure to cover the guilt, and on and 

on.  
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If the addict is to receive help, this cycle must be broken.  

Breaking this cycle and setting the addict free from the control his/her addiction has over 

them is the purpose of this book. Together we can move toward freedom and healing. 
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Chapter 1: What Is Sexual Addiction? 
 

Sexual addiction is also referred to as compulsive sexual behavior, which may actually be a 

better phrase for it. Sex addicts find themselves having compulsive thoughts about sex and 

actually participating in sexual activities in an obsessive manner. This can be very dangerous 

and extremely destructive to the sex addict’s life and relationships. 

This is also a progressive disease. It may begin with more seemingly harmless behaviors, such 

as occasional masturbation or viewing of porn online, but then it grows. As time goes on, sex 

becomes less about pleasure and love and more about the act and the need to engage in sexual 

activities. 

When the behavior is driven by compulsion, rather than choice, it is a serious problem. 

Let’s take a look at what sexual addiction is not. It’s not: 

• an excuse for cheating 

• merely a “high” sex drive 

• a fetish 

• sexual orientation 

• something invented for fun 

Someone with an overactive libido does not necessarily have a problem. Sexual addiction 

does not come into play until the urge for sexual activities begins to have negative 

consequences and is out of control. 

When the compulsion to engage in sexual activities, whether it is actual intercourse, 

masturbation or other types of sexual behavior, becomes so strong that the person is willing 

to give up work, relationships and more to satisfy those urges, they are considered to have 

become an addict. 

Often, this addiction starts out slowly and is seemingly harmless. As time goes on, however, 

the things that once excited you just aren’t enough and you need more. This need can lead to 

more and more hard-core sexual practices, illegal pornography and other behaviors. 

Requiring more and more stimulation is one of the biggest issues of a sex addiction. 

Here are a few statistics that might help you understand why this addiction is such a big issue. 

• Between 6-8% of Americans are sex addicts (according to the National Council on 

Sexual Addiction Compulsivity) 

• Around 4.7 million people spend more than 11 hours a week looking at online 

pornography 

• In the top 50 websites on Alexa, two porn sites are high in the rankings . . . higher 

than CNN.com 

• The 12-step programs seeing the most growth right now, around the world, are the 

programs that focus on sexual addiction 
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• More than 50% of the money spent online is spent on sex-related expenditures 

You’re not alone. There are over 18 million people classified as sexual addicts in the United 

States, with many more around the world. 

While this is a serious disease, it is also something that can be treated. Like any addiction, 

you’ll never be cured, but you can certainly find peace. 
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Chapter 2: Why is Sex Addictive? 
 

Since nearly everyone is sexually active at some point in their lives, it may seem odd that 

something that is so ordinary and such a common part of human life could actually cause so 

many problems. 

What makes sex addictive is the “high” that it gives. For most people, this is a pleasurable 

experience that they will want to repeat. For a sex addict, it is something to actively pursue 

and try to hold onto as frequently as possible. 

In order to understand the addictive nature of sex, you need to take a closer look at what 

happens during arousal, sexual activity and orgasm. 

Arousal: When you begin to feel aroused, it all starts in your brain. Genitals and the brain are 

connected. 

Sexual activity: During sex or masturbation, neurochemicals are released in the brain. These 

include dopamine, which is released in greater and greater amounts until orgasm. This is the 

chemical that drives us to do anything pleasurable, including drugs, eating foods that we like, 

and sex. 

Orgasm: During the orgasm in both men and women, the section of the brain that controls 

behavior and reason shuts down temporarily. This section, called the lateral orbitofrontal 

cortex, reboots fairly quickly, but there is a space in time when you may find yourself doing 

something unusual for you, because of this lapse. 

The orgasm is also when dopamine spikes and then drops abruptly. At the same time, 

prolactin, another chemical that actually reduces sex drive, ramps up after the orgasm. 

The reduction in sex hormones usually happens quite quickly in men and slower in women. 

The function of this neurochemical is to reduce your need for sex for a while. However, it 

doesn’t necessarily work as intended in everyone. 

Some feel that sex addicts are people with a lack of prolactin. Instead of shutting down the 

sexual responses immediately after orgasm, your body may not receive enough prolactin and 

will continue to crave sexual contact. This may lead to the compulsive behaviors seen so 

frequently in sex addicts. 
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CASE STUDY #1  

 

John was a 32-year-old husband and father of two. When his wife didn’t 

have much interest in sex after their children were born, he would turn to 

online pornography to relieve his sexual tension. 

What started as an occasional activity quickly became a nightly routine. 

Once John’s wife went to bed, he would head into his office to find his 

favorite sites. 

Over time, “regular” porn wasn’t as exciting as it had once been, and he 

began to seek out more and more adventurous findings until he was 

watching violent pornographic films and other hard-core porn. While this 

wasn’t necessarily an issue at first, John eventually found himself unable 

to perform with his wife without first watching pornography. 

John began to look at pornography at work on his phone and his work 

performance tanked. When he was caught, he was given a warning. He 

promised to stop, but despite his best efforts, John couldn’t control his lust 

for porn, and lost his job. 

It wasn’t until his wife threatened to leave him that John decided he needed 

to make a change. He turned to rehab and was able to get to the roots of 

his addiction. With some therapy and the help of a sponsor through a 12-

step program, John overcame his addiction and is now in recovery. 
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Chapter 3: What Causes Sex Addiction? 
 

Just what causes sex addiction is 

still largely unknown. There are 

plenty of theories and studies, but 

nothing concrete. What we do know 

is that a sexual addiction is rarely 

about sex in and of itself. 

Sexual addicts tend to engage in this 

type of behavior to escape 

unpleasant emotions and 

experiences, to cope with stressful 

situations and to get more of the 

euphoria that comes with sex, 

which may actually be more 

pronounced in addicts. 

The increased pleasure from sexual stimulation is something that drives many addicts, but the 

chance to forget their problems for a while is also a very strong drive. When sex is used as a 

mechanism for coping with everyday problems, such as financial strain or work stress, it can 

rapidly become an issue. 

There are almost always underlying issues that are causing the addiction. This is true in any 

addiction, whether it be alcoholism, drug addiction or gambling. Each of these behaviors has 

a root problem which may be caused by a number of factors. 

 

Possible Factors in Sex Addiction 

While there is no one thing that we can point to and say, “That causes sex addiction!” there 

are plenty of theories available and more than one potential factor. 

Many of these appear in a large number of sex addicts, but not all of them. This indicates that 

there are multiple reasons that people could turn to sex as an addiction. 

 

Sexual Abuse 

With over 80% of sex addicts coming from sexually abusive pasts, it would seem that this is 

a big factor for many people. Childhood sexual abuse, trauma, and dysfunctional families 

appear to be behind much of this type of addiction, according to some studies. 

Physical abuse may also factor into sex addictions, but it is not as prevalent as with those who 

have a history of being sexually abused. 
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Childhood Trauma 

Children who are raised in very strict families, particularly those where sex is considered 

taboo or evil, tend to be more likely to engage in risky and compulsive sexual behaviors once 

grown. 

Highly religious upbringings may result in a sex addiction later on, particularly if the child 

has been sexually repressed and/or has other addictive behaviors. 

There are many things that can cause childhood trauma, and in some cases, these appear to 

result in sex addiction once the child grows into an adult. 

Trauma can include anything from sexual and physical abuse to losing one’s parents, but even 

seemingly minor events can become important in a child’s development. 

Having overtly angry or overly authoritarian parents are some of these, as is living in a 

stressful environment. Since children absorb what is around them, having a stressful, highly 

emotional home life can have drastic effects on them as they grow. 

 

Chemical Imbalance 

Studies have shown that an imbalance in the biochemistry of the brain can be a factor in 

addiction. In your brain, you have several chemicals, known as neurotransmitters, which help 

you feel pleasure and control moods. 

We’ve already discussed the addictive nature of dopamine, which is released by sexual 

activity, as well as other pleasurable activities. 

In general, when you have an orgasm, particularly for males, prolactin is released as the 

dopamine levels begin to drop. Prolactin promotes disinterest in sex, which lasts for several 

days or even up to a couple of weeks, depending on the person. 

In women, prolactin is released on a slower basis, gradually reducing the interest in sex and 

eventually tapering out. Additionally, this tends to last a little longer in women as well, 

preventing interest in sex for a longer period of time. 

Obviously, sexual addicts don’t have any long lapses where they are not interested in sex. 

This may mean a lack of prolactin or even an excess of dopamine. 

Sex addicts tend to feel particularly great when they engage in sexual activity, possibly due to 

higher levels of these pleasure chemicals in the brain. The sexual “high” is more pronounced 

and therefore more pleasurable for addicts, it would seem. 
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Genes 

Genetic makeup could be a major factor in sex addiction. We already know that children of 

drug addicts and alcoholics tend to be more likely to engage in addictive behavior, so there is 

a precedent for this. Genetics could affect how likely you are to fall into addiction. 

Look at your family tree. Do you have any drug addicts or alcoholics in your family? If so, 

genetics may play a role in your addiction. 

 

Brain Damage 

Chances are, you’ve heard at least one story about someone who was in a car accident, 

suffered a stroke or something similar that affected the brain and then turned into a sex addict. 

These sound like tall tales, but they’re not necessarily fake. 

In addition to sudden trauma from accidents, many medical conditions can cause damage to 

the brain. This brain damage, depending on where it is, may affect people in a sexual way, 

causing them to engage in compulsive sexual behavior. 

Brain damaging diseases include: 

• Multiple sclerosis 

• Dementia 

• Epilepsy 

• Huntington’s 

Of course, there are dozens of other diseases that can result in changed behavior, but these 

are some of the common ones that have been seen in those with a sex addiction. 

 

Other Addictions 

If you already have an addiction, you are more likely to fall into the trap of sexual addiction. 

While this is similar to the genetics issue, it doesn’t have to be passed down in a family. Those 

who are already focused on pleasure or escapism are more likely to pick up another addiction. 

Cocaine addiction is particularly likely to be combined with a sexual addiction. Studies have 

shown that a large percentage of cocaine addicts are also sex addicts. 

While these may be the base factors, the majority of addicts seek out sex for the pleasurable 

feeling it gives them and to escape their problems, if only for a little while. Not unlike alcohol, 

sex is used by the addict to avoid problems, forget about stress factors, etc. 

It’s easy to justify the behavior in the beginning, but once things start to get out of control, 

most sex addicts simply go into denial. For those in this denial stage, it can be difficult to get 

through and convince them that there is an issue. Strong intervention may be necessary. 
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However, once a person reaches the point of recognizing that they have a problem, they are 

open to being helped. If you’ve reached this point, it’s the perfect time to start looking for 

some support for your journey to a healthy sexual attitude. 

 

Sex and Love Addiction Recovery Coach 

A recovery coach can be a valuable asset in moving you toward recovery, once you have 

recognized your need for help. These coaches are holistic, meaning that they are passionate 

about helping you move toward recovery, balance and healing in your whole life – not just 

one area. They will help expose the underlying issues involved in your addiction and help 

guide you toward greater health and balance across all areas of your life. Seek out a certified 

Sex and Love Addiction Recovery Coach to walk with you and your loved ones on the road 

toward healing.  
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Chapter 4: Types of Sexual Addiction 
 

It may surprise you to learn that there are several types of sexual addiction. Each of these has 

its own factors, though this is an area of the human psyche that is still not well understood. 

While sex addicts may just be addicted to sex, there are a lot of people who will have other 

variations, some of which are more dangerous and illicit than others. 

 

Pornography Addiction 

It might seem harmless enough to be obsessed with porn, but this can have devastating results 

on your real-life relationships. When this goes too far, addicts find themselves unable to 

engage in physical sex without considerable stimulation from porn. 

 

Sex and Love Addiction 

People with a sex and love addiction tend to gravitate toward relationships with an obsessive 

compulsion that causes them to “fall in love” at the drop of a hat and progress very quickly 

into a co-dependent relationship. This can be damaging to all involved and it may be difficult 

to define a non-dependent relationship. 

 

Fantasy Sex Addiction 

In this form of addiction, you may be much happier when enjoying a fantasy than having sex 

in real life. Fantasies are a method of escaping reality and while the occasional fantasy can be 

fun, an ongoing obsession can be damaging. 

Fantasy addiction may be as simple as only having sex when role playing, but it can be more 

complicated and even fall into the sexual anorexia category (see below), when you only 

become aroused by fantasies of your own and don’t engage with others. The fantasy becomes 

the most important thing, out-prioritizing real sex, real love and real relationships. 

Cybersex is a popular offshoot of this since fantasies are a big part of being online. 

 

Seduction Addiction 

Another type of addiction is being addicted to seduction. In this case, the main point is to 

coerce or manipulate someone into a sexual act. 
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Rather than a loving or mutually enjoyable experience, seduction for an addict is all about 

the power. The seducer feels more powerful when they have made a conquest and will actively 

seek out multiple conquests in a row. 

 

Sexual Anorexia 

Sexual anorexia is considered a form of sexual addiction, but ironically, it involves avoiding 

sex. 

In some cases, the sexual relationship that is being avoided is the one with a spouse or 

significant other. This does not preclude sex with other people, particularly random, one-

night stands. 

Some people will avoid sexual relations with other people altogether, but may indulge in 

excessive masturbation, peeping or other voyeuristic activities. 

Sexual anorexia has its own set of symptoms, which include: 

• Feeling unhappy and depressed after having sexual contact with another person 

• A judgmental attitude toward sex and other people’s sex lives 

• Avoidance of upcoming sexual contact 

• Anxiety and dread connected to sexual intercourse or contact 

• Engaging in auto-pleasuring and sex with objects in place of sex with a partner 

This type of sexual addiction may require a different type of therapy to completely address all 

the issues, but in general, it is treated similarly to other forms of sex addiction. 

 

Exhibition Addiction 

This form of addiction can appear relatively harmless, but it is also something that can grow 

into dangerous activities. 

Exhibition may involve acting in pornographic videos, having sex in public or posing sexually 

in public. Exposing yourself can lead to arrest, leaving you with a bad reputation. 

For sexual addicts, the excitement of shocking people becomes the driving force and may 

overtake everything else, including sexual interest in a spouse or partner. 

 

Voyeurism 

While there’s nothing necessarily wrong with finding pleasure in watching others in sexual 

acts, it does become a problem when this is non-consensual. There is no intimacy and 

certainly no love involved in this activity. 
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Unfortunately, for sex addicts, this interest can quickly spiral out of control and result in 

spying on others and watching through windows, trespassing, etc. which is illegal and can 

lead to arrest. In addition, voyeurs tend to become obsessed with masturbation and may even 

cause themselves injury. 

 

Exploitative Sex Addiction 

Forcing someone into sex with you is considered intrusive sex, but when it is an innocent or 

vulnerable person who is being raped or molested, this is exploitative sex. The power is what 

attracts sex addicts. 

Being sexually attracted to children can be a sexual addiction (though it is not always) and 

one that is not only illegal, but extremely damaging to the child. The majority of pedophiles 

have been found to have an addiction and this may require institutionalization to prevent 

them from further abusing children. 

And while most pedophilia is associated with sex addiction, it is not necessarily always the 

case. Sex offenders who cannot control themselves around children may have an addiction, 

but there are also those who simply choose to follow their urges, as opposed to being 

controlled by them. 

 

Intrusive or Abusive Sex 

When sex is only arousing when committed from a position of power, it quickly becomes 

something that can harm others as well as get you into trouble. 

This includes using your position of power over someone to sexually touch them without 

their permission, to rape or sexually exploit them. We see this type of addiction in priests 

abusing children, for example, using their position of religious power to force sexual activity. 

As you can see, there are a number of facets to sexual addiction. Some of these may be illegal, 

while others are not. All of them, however, have the power to wreck your life and/or harm 

those around you. 

Keep in mind that fetishes, no matter how kinky, are not a sign of sexual addiction. What 

turns you on is irrelevant. It’s the response to arousing factors that defines the addiction. 

For example, you may have a foot fetish and greatly enjoy feet as an arousing part of your 

sex life. This is just a fetish and something that turns you on, unless you are unable to control 

yourself. Compulsive sexual behavior toward feet, such as masturbating at the beach when 

you see naked feet, can become a serious issue, but this is not related to the actual fetish, per 

se. Rather, it is due to the addiction. When you react sexually to bare feet, however 

inappropriately, you get a rush of dopamine to give you extra pleasure. 
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Often, risky behavior can increase the excitement and pleasure, which may be why so many 

people engage in high-risk sexual acts, despite knowing how unwise they are. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Marie, a 35-year-old mother of three, was raised in a very strict religious 

household. She left the religious part of her life behind when she married her 

husband, an alcoholic. Within a few years, Marie was tired of the abuse and 

began to seek out men to have flings with. These flings resulted in the births 

of her second and third children, both from different fathers.   

To avoid her husband finding out that she was cheating on him, Marie pulled 

away emotionally. She neglected both her marriage and her children, which 

she felt extremely guilty about. 

In order to cope with the guilt, she would engage in more sexual behavior 

until her husband found out and divorced her, challenging her for custody of 

the children. 

At this point, Marie began to look for help for her addiction. It took the 

severity of that event for her to actually take steps toward overcoming her 

sexual addiction. 

 

 

 CASE STUDY #2 
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CASE STUDY #3 
 

 

 

Alex, a 23-year-old man living with his girlfriend of two years, had a sexual 

interest in teen girls. While he didn’t engage in sex with young girls, he did 

spend much of his spare time looking up teen pornography and photos of 

young teens. 

He hid his obsession from his girlfriend and kept erasing his browser history, 

telling himself that he would stop. He didn’t. Even when he rewarded himself 

for not browsing teen pornography, he kept coming back to it time and time 

again. 

Anxiety that he would be found out and his sexual interests discovered, as 

well as overwhelming guilt, caused Alex to become depressed and withdrawn. 

He stopped having intercourse with his girlfriend and seemed distant when he 

was with her. He no longer spoke with many of his friends and family and 

preferred to stay by himself. 

In addition to avoiding sex, Alex lost interest in outside hobbies and interests. 

He quit visiting the gym and gave up soccer. He was too worried about being 

found out. 

After he admitted that he had a problem and was willing to accept help, Alex 

was able to begin his rehab. However, he found it very difficult to open up 

about his relationship with his girlfriend, who eventually left him when she 

discovered his proclivities. 

It wasn’t until this happened that he got serious about his rehab and began to 

focus on building a healthy attitude toward sex. 
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Chapter 5: Understanding Your Addiction 
Ignorance is the curse of God; knowledge is the wing wherewith we fly to heaven. 

—William Shakespeare 

 

Exercise 1: Denial 

Unlike healthy people who use past mistakes and their feelings about those mistakes to guide 

future decisions and behaviors, sex addicts tend to deny and defend against the problematic 

nature of their choices, rationalizing and justifying behaviors that pretty much anyone else 

could and would readily identify as troubling, compulsive, and maybe even dangerous. In 

short, sex addicts find ways to ignore the seriousness of their sexual acting out so they can 

continue with those behaviors. Unfortunately, this willful ignorance—this denial—can go on 

for years. 

With sexual addiction, denial can take many forms. The most common are listed below.  

Blame/Externalization 

• My spouse never wants to try anything new in bed. Otherwise, I wouldn’t be 

looking for satisfaction elsewhere.  

• I can’t help it if other people come on to me.  

• My partner has gained a lot of weight since we got married, and that’s unattractive 

to me.  

Entitlement 

• I earn all the money for my family and nobody appreciates that, so I look at porn 

for a few hours here and there as my reward.  

• I’m lonely and bored, and that’s just not the way that life is supposed to be.  

• I deserve to have some fun.  

Justification 

• If I was in a relationship I’d be having sex all the time, so why can’t I have sex all 

the time when I’m single?  

• I need to do this to reduce my tension and anxiety.  

• Everybody else can look at porn, so why can’t I?  

Minimization  

• I’ll only do this one more time.  

• What my spouse doesn’t know can’t hurt him/her.  

• All I’m doing is chatting on webcam. It’s not like I’m actually cheating.  
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Rationalization 

• I see prostitutes, but I’m nice to them. I pay them what they want and even give 

them a little extra. I’m clean and a good lover, too, and that’s a nice treat 

for them.  

• Nobody will find out, so what I’m doing is not a big deal.  

• Everybody looks at porn and plays around with hookup apps. That’s just life in 

the modern world.  

Victim Mentality 

• I was sexually abused as a kid, so this behavior is expected.  

• Everybody wants so much from me. I just feel overwhelmed and at the mercy of 

everyone in my life. And my only relief, the only time I feel in control, is 

when I’m being sexual.  

• Look how much I am giving to my family, my friends, my work. What about me? 

When is it my turn?  

 

As a sex addict, you almost certainly engage in extensive denial. The following exercise will 

help you to see the ways in which your denial facilitates your addiction. 
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1) List examples for each form of denial you’ve used to support your sexual behaviors.  

 

A. Blame/Externalization  

o Example: My mate ignores my sexual needs, so my cheating is his/her fault, 

not mine.  

B. Entitlement 

o Example: I work hard and I provide for my family, so I deserve a little 

reward.  

C. Justification 

o Example: My life is stressful, and a little bit of casual sex is a great way to 

relax.  

D. Minimization 

o Example: I’m only masturbating on webcams. It’s not like I’m having sex 

with a real person.  

E. Rationalization 

o Example: Some guys grab a couple of beers after work. I get a massage. 

What’s the difference?  

F. Victim Mentality 

o Example: My partner doesn’t love me or want to have sex with me. So what 

am I supposed to do?  

 

2) Write a few lines about the responses given above, specifically addressing what you 

learned about your denial and how you feel about this insight.  

 

3) If you have a sexual recovery coach, therapist, 12-step sexual recovery sponsor, or 

supportive friends in recovery, try reading your examples of denial to one or more of them. 

If you are able to do this, what did these rationalizations sound like out loud in the 

presence of another person? What responses did you get?  

 

 

THE EXERCISE 
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Exercise 2: Tolerance and Escalation 

Addicts of all types experience an 

increasing tolerance to the mood-altering 

effects of their behavior. As a result, they 

must, over time, use a more frequent or 

more intense version of their addiction if 

they wish to achieve and maintain the 

desired neurochemical high. As an 

example, consider drug abuse. Almost 

nobody shoots heroin right out of the gate. 

Instead, drug addicts ease into things by 

drinking alcohol, smoking marijuana, or 

abusing a prescription medication. Then, as time passes, their tolerance increases, and in 

response, their habits escalate. Before they know it, they’re in a back alley with a needle in 

their arm.  

Sex addicts escalate their behavior in similar fashion. For instance, occasionally viewing and 

masturbating to generic (i.e., vanilla) online porn is typically regarded as an enjoyable and 

relatively innocuous activity, akin to drinking a beer or inhaling a few puffs of marijuana. For 

some people, however, harmless recreation escalates over time into an all-consuming activity, 

pushing the user away from relationships, family, work, hobbies, and other life-affirming 

activities. Hours and sometimes even days are lost to digital sexual intensity. Eventually, the 

user is looking at and being turned on by increasingly more intense sexual imagery and/or 

engaging in other sexual activities (webcam sex, casual sex, anonymous sex, etc.)  

As mentioned above, there are two ways in which sexual addiction escalates. One involves 

increased time devoted to the addiction. The other involves increased intensity. It is likely 

that you have experienced both—losing immense amounts of time and engaging in behaviors 

that would have seemed outrageous when you started. This exercise will help you see the 

ways in which your addiction has escalated, and how this has affected you.  
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1) List examples of time-related escalation you’ve experienced with your addiction.  

o Example: In the beginning, I would use a hookup app once or twice a week at 

most, usually on a Friday or Saturday if/when I didn’t have a date. Now I’m 

on multiple apps nonstop, 24/7/365. I even check them in the middle of the 

night sometimes. 

 

2) List examples of intensity-related escalation you’ve experienced with your addiction. 

o Example: In the beginning, I was totally turned on by soft-core porn. But as my 

addiction has progressed I’ve been looking at harder stuff, including all sorts of 

kinky stuff that would have grossed me out when I started.  

 

3) Do you find yourself engaging in behaviors today that surprise you or that violate your 

personal code of ethics? If so, what are they, and how do you feel about that? 

 

 

THE EXERCISE 
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Exercise 3: Cross and Co-Occurring Addictions 

 

Secondary addictions and compulsions are common among sex addicts (and other types of 

addicts, too). In this exercise we are focused on two types of secondary addictions: cross-

addictions and co-occurring addictions.  

• Cross addiction occurs when addicts switch from one problem behavior/substance 

to another. For example, when a cross-addicted sex addict/alcoholic is not behaving 

in sexually compulsive ways, he or she is probably drinking alcohol, and when the 

addict is not drinking, he or she is probably acting out sexually.  

• Co-occurring addiction occurs when addicts use multiple addictive 

behaviors/substances simultaneously. For example, many sex addicts are co-addicted 

to both sex and stimulant drugs such as cocaine and/or methamphetamine. If these 

individuals are getting high, they are almost certainly chasing sex, too, and if they are 

chasing sex, they are probably also getting high.  

Alcohol, used as both a disinhibitor and as a way to feel better about tolerating uncomfortable 

sexual behavior choices, is among the most common secondary drugs of choice for sex 

addicts. Stimulant drugs (cocaine, meth) are also commonly abused in conjunction with sex. 

Additionally, many men and women with co-occurring sex and stimulant addictions also 

abuse benzodiazepines (Valium, Ativan, Xanax, etc.), alcohol, and/or over-the-counter cold 

medicines as a way to “come down” and get some sleep when the party is finally over. 

Erection enhancers like Viagra, Levitra, and Cialis are also commonly abused in conjunction 

with sexual addiction. 

As Patrick Carnes, PhD notes in his highly regarded article, “Bargains with Chaos: Sex 

Addicts and Addiction Interaction Disorder,” secondary addictions and compulsions 

typically manifest in one of eleven basic ways:  

1. Alternating Cycles: Switching back and forth from one addiction to another, often for 

years on end (i.e., flipping between binge drinking and sexually acting out) 

2. Combining: Combining various addictive substances/behaviors to create the perfect 

high (i.e., mixing meth with porn and then cybersex) 

3. Cross-Tolerance: Using one addiction as a way to tolerate another (i.e., getting drunk or 

smoking cigarettes to self-soothe shame about sexual behaviors) 

4. Disinhibiting: Using one addiction to reduce inhibitions related to a second addiction 

(i.e., getting high before having sex with a stranger or a prostitute) 

5. Fusing: Using one addiction to amplify another (i.e., using cocaine or 

methamphetamine to heighten the pleasure of orgasm) 
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6. Inhibiting: Viewing one addiction as the lesser of two evils (i.e., smoking cigarettes 

instead of looking at porn all night) 

7. Masking: Using one addiction to hide another (i.e., going to AA for alcoholism but 

never seeking help for compulsive sexual activity) 

8. Numbing: Using one addiction to numb the shame of another (i.e., getting drunk or 

high after cheating on your spouse) 

9. Replacement: Replacing one addiction with another (i.e., cutting down on the use of 

hookup apps by gambling for hours on end) 

10. Rituals: Incorporating one addiction into the ritual phase of another (i.e., buying 

cocaine or methamphetamine before beginning the search for a prostitute) 

11. Withdrawal Mediation: Using one addiction to stop another (i.e., shopping 

compulsively as a way to stay out of sex clubs) 
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1) List any and all potentially addictive substances that you have used in your lifetime, 

noting how often you currently use them. Highlight or any substances that you have 

consistently used in conjunction with sexual behaviors. (Do not ignore prescription meds 

like Viagra, Xanax, etc.)  

o Example: Marijuana. I started when I was 14. I get high several times per 

week, if not daily. Before I head out to have sex with someone I’ve met 

on a hookup app, I smoke some dope to relax.  

 

2) List any (nonsexual) addictive/compulsive behaviors (binge eating, compulsive 

gambling, compulsive spending, etc.) you have used in your lifetime, noting how often 

you currently engage in these behaviors. Highlight any behaviors you have consistently 

used in conjunction with sexual behaviors (including activities that you use as a way to 

avoid feeling shame about your sex life).  

o Example: Binge eating. This started in my late teens. I almost always do 

this after I act out sexually. For instance, after I see a prostitute I’ll buy a 

half-gallon of ice cream and eat the whole thing, trying to make myself 

feel better. 

 

3) Do you feel that you might have (or that you could eventually develop) a cross or co-

occurring addiction? If so, what is it, and what makes you think it might be a problem? 

How do you feel about this revelation? 

 

4) What, if anything, are you willing to do to address this secondary issue (i.e., seek out 

a recovery coach, go to therapy, attend a 12-step group, talk to a friend or family member, 

etc.)? 

 

 

THE EXERCISE 
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Exercise 4: Triggers 

Sex addiction triggers are thoughts and feelings that induce the strong desire—the craving—

to engage in addictive sexual fantasies and behaviors. There are two primary types of triggers: 

internal and external. 

o Internal triggers typically involve some type of emotional discomfort—

depression, shame, anxiety, anger, fear, guilt, remorse, boredom, etc. For 

instance, if/when a married sex addict’s spouse is away for a few days (or even a 

few hours), he or she might feel lonely, and this emotional discomfort might 

trigger a desire to act out sexually.  

o External triggers are people, places, things, and/or events. For instance, if/when 

a sex addict sees an old affair partner; he or she might be triggered to act out 

sexually.  

Sex addicts must also deal with intertwined triggers (triggers that are both internal and 

external). For instance, if/when a sex addict argues with his or her spouse or has a bad day 

at work (an external trigger) he or she is likely to experience emotional discomfort (an internal 

trigger), with both triggers causing a desire to act out sexually. And this desire may be 

exacerbated by visual triggers that remind the addict of his or her addiction (such as driving 

past strip clubs and prostitutes).  

NOTE: Not all triggers are negative in nature. For example, material successes and positive 

emotions will often evoke a desire to celebrate, and thus a desire to act out sexually.  

In truth, almost anything can be a trigger. Even past memories can be triggers. For instance, 

if your boss looks at one of your co-workers crossly, this might remind you of your alcoholic 

father and the way he used to hit and yell at your brother, thereby creating various forms of 

emotional discomfort for you in the current moment—fear, anger, shame, etc. This emotional 

discomfort can then become a trigger for your sexual addiction, even though your boss’s cross 

expression has nothing at all to do with you.  
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A few of the more common internal triggers for sexual acting out are: 

• Unresolved resentments and anger 

• Loneliness 

• Boredom 

• Fear 

• Anxiety 

• Frustration 

• Low self-esteem 

• Shame (feeling useless, worthless, and/or unlovable) 

• Stress  

• Feeling unappreciated 

• Sadness or grief  

• An unmet need for validation and/or affection 

A few of the more common external triggers for sexual acting out are: 

• Unstructured time alone 

• Travel (especially when traveling alone) 

• Relationship strain and/or breakups  

• Unexpected life changes (job, finances, tragedies, etc.) 

• Highly stimulating positive experiences (like buying a home or getting a new job) 

• Drug and/or alcohol use/abuse 

• Unexpected exposure to sexual stimuli (a lingerie catalog, a sexy billboard, 

encountering an attractive person, etc.) 

• Arguments (especially with loved ones and authority figures) 

• Reprimands  

• Financial insecurity 

• Trouble within the family (like a child struggling at school) 

• An emotionally or physically unavailable spouse  
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The following exercise is designed to help you identify your primary triggers toward 

addiction. 

 

1) List internal triggers for your sexual behavior. After you complete your list, place an 

asterisk (*) next to the triggers that you struggle with the most. 

o Example: Feeling depressed and alone. 

 

2) List external triggers for your sexual behavior. After you complete your list, place an 

asterisk (*) next to the ones that you struggle with the most. 

o Example: Driving past a strip club. 

 

3) Create a list of your top five most powerful triggers.  

 

4) For each of your top five triggers, list a healthy activity you can turn to instead of your 

addiction. 

o Example: I am triggered when I feel lonely. Instead of acting out, I can 

call my 12-step sexual recovery sponsor and tell him/her how I’m 

feeling.  

 

 

THE EXERCISE 
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Exercise 5: The Cycle of Sexual Addiction 

Sexual addiction is cyclical in nature, with no 

clear beginning or end and one stage of the 

cycle leading to the next (and then the next). 

Today, most sex addiction treatment 

specialists divide the cycle of sexual addiction 

into six distinct stages.  

o Stage One—Triggers: As discussed in 

Exercise 8, triggers are catalysts that create a 

need/desire to act out sexually. Triggers can 

be internal or external in nature. If triggers are 

not dealt with in a healthy way (dissipated via 

a healthy, non-addictive coping mechanism like talking to supportive friends, 

family members, or a therapist), then the cycle inevitably slides forward into stage 

two. 

o Stage Two—Fantasy: After being triggered, you automatically turn to your primary 

coping mechanism (sexual fantasy). In short, you start thinking about how much 

you enjoyed past sexual encounters and how much you would enjoy a sexual 

encounter either right now or in the near future. These fantasies do not involve 

memories of bad experiences or unwanted consequences. Once you are mired in 

fantasy, it is very difficult to stop the addictive cycle. 

o Stage Three—Ritualization: Ritualization is where fantasy moves toward reality. For 

example, you log on to the computer and go to your favorite porn site, or you hop 

in the car and drive to a place where sex workers congregate, or you begin the 

process of booking an out-of-town business trip on which you can act out sexually 

without restraint, or whatever. This stage of the cycle is also known as the bubble 

or the trance because you lose touch with reality in it. This stage of the addiction, 

rather than actually having sex, provides the escapist neurochemical high that you 

seek. 

o Stage Four—Acting Out: Most non-sex addicts think that this stage, rather than stage 

three, is the ultimate goal of sexual addiction, because this is where actual sex and 

orgasm takes place (either solo or with another person or people). However, as 

stated above, the fantasy-fueled escape and dissociation of stage three is your real 

objective. In fact, if you’re like most sex addicts, you try to postpone this stage for 

as long as you can because orgasm ends your escapist high. 

o Stage Five—Distancing/Numbing: After you act out sexually, you try to distance 

yourself emotionally from what you’ve just done. Basically, your thinking is now 

focused on “damage control,” and you engage in various forms of denial—
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blaming, justifying, rationalizing, etc. You do this in an attempt to protect yourself 

from stage six of the cycle.  

o Stage Six—Despair (Shame/Anxiety/Depression): Over time, distancing/numbing 

fades and becomes less effective. And when it does, you start to feel shame and 

remorse about your secret sexual life. Exacerbating these unwanted emotions is the 

fact that you feel powerless over your addiction. Plus, whatever reality you were 

trying to escape in the first place returns, bringing with it the same emotional 

discomfort you were feeling before. And, as you may recall, emotional discomfort 

is exactly what triggered your addiction in the first place. In other words, stage six 

spins the self-perpetuating cycle right back to stage one.  
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The following exercise is designed to help you understand your addictive cycle by 

examining the events and feelings that occur before, during, and after you sexually act 

out. The ultimate goal in understanding your cycle is finding ways to stop the cycle before 

you engage in an addictive behavior.  

 

1) List your top five triggers toward sexual acting out (from Exercise 8). For any external 

triggers, attach one or more feelings to that trigger. 

o Example: Driving past a strip club. I feel curious, excited, and agitated. 

2) Briefly describe, in non-graphic terms, five sexual fantasies that you commonly engage 

in after you are triggered toward sexual addiction. 

o Example: I think about having sex with my assistant or some other younger 

female, and how hot that will be.  

3) Briefly describe, in non-graphic terms, five rituals that precede your addictive sexual 

behaviors. Rituals are often (but not always) related to the fantasies described above. 

Note how long you typically intend to engage in this activity, and how long you typically 

do engage in this activity. 

o Example: I go online and look at porn, thinking I will only do so for a few 

minutes, but then I end up doing it for several hours, constantly searching for 

a better, hotter video.  

4) List, in non-graphic, non-sexualized language, five ways in which you sexually act 

out. Sexual acting out is usually (but not always) a direct extension (logical conclusion) 

of the rituals described above. 

o Example: I hire a prostitute, paying for oral sex.  

5) List five ways in which you distance yourself from your behavior after you act out—

blaming, justifying, minimizing, rationalizing, etc.  

o Example: I tell myself that this time wasn’t as bad as the time before.  

6) List five examples of the despair that eventually kicks in after you’ve acted out.  

o Example: I feel as if I will never be able to stop these horrible behaviors. 

 

 

THE EXERCISE 
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My Notes: 
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Chapter 6: Men and Sex Addiction 
  

Literature regarding sex is predominantly about men, how they view sex and why they love 

to have sex so much. We are not going to focus on the sexist remarks of many authors at this 

time. Instead, we are going to explore why men are more prone to become sex addicts. Many 

reasons can be found, but these are the commonly presented reasons why men are natural 

magnets of sex addiction. 

 

Men Act and Rarely Speak 

In most relationships, men are rarely inclined to talk 

about what they’re feeling about their partner. In general, 

guys don’t like talking about love, but prefer showing it to 

their loved ones. Most men are just not great 

conversationalists and they have difficulty expressing 

what they feel. 

This is why men love to touch, kiss, caress, hug, and have 

sex when they have the chance. Of course, most men start 

off with a bouquet of flowers, sweets, dates at beautiful 

and exotic places, etc., but they’ll eventually think about 

covering all the bases. Men who genuinely love someone aren’t only after the body, but since 

their sexual desire also increases alongside their affection for someone, they’ll usually make 

an effort to encourage their partner to have sex. 

This inclination to be more physical rather than verbal can be quite risky, though. If you don’t 

watch what you’re doing, you’ll develop an unhealthy desire for sex. You’ll end up putting 

aside your partner’s feelings and welfare if you become addicted to sex. 

  

Fragile Egos 

Men’s egos can be likened to a very fragile wine glass. Their egos are beautiful when used 

constructively because as their confidence soars, they become capable of many wonderful 

feats. Unfortunately, the greatest strength of a man is also his greatest weakness. His ego is so 

important that it can easily be shattered. 

Men want to believe that they’re still good enough. Sadly, they often associate their level of 

efficiency to the frequency of sex they get every week or even every day. Not all men do this, 

but it’s very easy for guys to rely on their own sex appeal for validation of their worth. 
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Even good-looking men feel insecure; in fact, they’re often the ones vulnerable to the greatest 

insecurities. This is why sex becomes a tool to achieve a greater level of ego. Men 

unconsciously—at times, consciously—compete to be the best and they strike each other’s 

egos by counting the number of sex partners they’ve had. This competition doesn’t produce 

champions, though, because as men plunge deeper into aimless sex, their egos and confidence 

become even more fragile.  

Don’t base your worth as a person on sex – it’s an unending cycle of defeat and 

disappointment. Every day, you grow a little older and your thinking should ideally mature 

and change into something more beneficial for the development of faith in yourself. If you 

continue to estimate your value using a growing list of sex partners or an increased frequency 

of sex, you’ll end up defeated. 

  

Preserving “Masculinity” 

This is a bit related to the ideas presented above. When boys become young men, they’ll go 

through a coming-of-age phase, which basically involves losing their virginity or having a 

deeper understanding of how sex and men are related through society’s eyes. What many 

boys come to believe is that true men shouldn’t be virgins and, even more important for many 

guys, should be very sexually active.  

This notion places much pressure on a man’s shoulders. Sex ceases to be an avenue for lasting 

love, but a tool to prove his masculinity. Since he’s willing to have sex just for the sake of 

getting laid, he’ll let himself go. He’ll play at the edge between controlled sexual urges and 

sex addiction. Only few manage not to fall into the abyss – most end up stuck in the valley of 

addiction. 

It doesn’t matter what society thinks or what your friends say if they want you to risk genuine 

satisfaction for several one-night stands. Masculinity can be preserved by having sex 

moderately and for the right reasons, not just because you want to prove you’re a real man or 

you’re bored and tired of being picked on. Real men can manage their sexual urges and not 

risk their relationships because of an unhealthy desire for sex. 

  

Validation of Love 

This is one of the most common reasons men use to encourage their partners to have sex with 

them. They don’t feel loved and they need more frequent sex to be sure about the love between 

them and their partner. Many women see the logic in such a request, but in the long-term, 

they also get tired – physically, mentally, and emotionally. 

The sex that’s supposed to validate and enhance the love they have between them becomes 

too frequent—for some, too rough—and the other party no longer feels loved. Instead, they 

end up feeling used. Men are considered more sexual than women. In many ways, that 

argument can be accepted, but this observation shouldn’t be used to abuse one’s partner.  
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Yes, you want to be closer to your girlfriend or wife, but there are other ways to validate the 

love between the two of you. You can start talking about your relationship and explore other 

activities where you can both see growing love. Sex does not have a monopoly on love, but 

sincere romantic love should result in healthy and wonderful sex.   

Your partner may already be feeling pressured because you’re constantly asking her to sleep 

with you even if she doesn’t feel like it. Sex should be done by mutually-consenting adults, 

who are responsible enough to know the effects of their actions. Don’t let something that’s 

supposed to be wonderful ruin your relationship, and don’t destroy a great relationship 

because of your uncontrollable urges. 
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Chapter 7: Sex Addiction Can Destroy Your Life 
 

At first glance, it doesn’t seem like a terrible thing to be obsessed with sex. Who doesn’t enjoy 

an orgasm? It’s not hurting anyone, right? 

Wrong. 

Sexual addiction can be very damaging, both to the sexual partners of the addict and to the 

addict him/herself. 

Let’s take a look at some of the issues that may arise when someone engages in addictive 

sexual behavior. 

 

Relationships 

When it comes to relationships, any kind of addiction can drive people away and/or damage 

the relationship. While a sexual addiction may be hidden for a while, it always comes to light 

eventually. Spouses, boyfriends or girlfriends are rarely willing to put up with the cheating 

and abuse that comes with the addiction and will walk away from the relationship. 

When the issue is a pornography addiction, 

it may seem more likely that you can hide 

it. Many people do . . . but it eventually is 

found out and can cause even more 

problems. It’s easy enough to rationalize 

that viewing pornography or engaging in 

cybersex isn’t hurting anyone, but it 

actually does affect your physical 

relationships. 

It can be difficult to become aroused or to 

really enjoy vanilla sex when you are 

addicted to porn. Commonly, it requires more and more extreme images and videos over time 

to become aroused and this can translate to your physical love life. You may find it impossible 

to engage in intercourse without extreme stimulation and even some acts that your partner 

may not be in agreement with. 

Impotence is not uncommon in this type of addiction and can cause even more problems with 

a partner or spouse. If there is an interest in something taboo, such as bestiality, child 

pornography, etc., the addict may feel extra guilt and may be very anxious about being 

discovered. This can result in emotional distancing and avoiding sex. 

It may seem ironic that sex addicts often push away the one person they are allowed to have 

sex with, but this is often the case, thanks to shame and anxiety. Depression can set in when 
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the addict feels that they are “bad” or know that they can’t share their interests without 

rejection. 

Even friendships will suffer. For many sexual addicts, friendships lose their importance if they 

aren’t sexual in nature. Every interaction is about getting sexual satisfaction, and this quickly 

alienates friends and family members. 

When the only thing you think about when meeting someone new is whether or not you can 

get them into bed, things have gone too far. Potential friendships and even romantic 

relationships don’t even have a chance to get off the ground, because the addiction gets in the 

way. 

 

Family 

While this could technically fall under “Relationships”, it’s important to look at family more 

closely. 

There are certain people in your life who are supposed to love you unconditionally. These 

include: 

• Parents 

• Grandparents 

• Siblings 

• Children 

Unfortunately, that is rarely the case, but even so, you can expect a lot of patience from those 

family members you are still close to. 

When sexual addiction becomes an issue, it can ruin these relationships. One of the more 

difficult to see is your relationship with your children. 

For a sex addict, pursuing sexual pleasure is often the highest priority. This means that you 

are likely to put your own sexual satisfaction ahead of your children, which can cause lasting 

damage. 

Parents and grandparents, as adults who can handle the realities of sexual addiction, may be 

more likely to put up with things even if it’s hurtful. Children, however, will have difficulty 

understanding even the base reason you aren’t around. 

In the long run, this can result in your children suffering from addictive behaviors themselves 

and they will likely face other emotional issues as they grow. 
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Health 

Another very serious issue when it comes to sexual addiction and compulsive sex is disease. 

Since very few addicts pay close attention to having safe sex, this can result in health problems 

such as: 

• STIs (sexually transmitted infections) 

• Sexually related injuries 

• Unplanned pregnancy 

While some sexually transmitted diseases are curable, they can be passed on to others in a 

vicious cycle. Some are not curable, and you could end up living with the consequences for 

the rest of your life. These include herpes, HIV, and AIDs, among others. 

For women, pregnancy can be the result of unsafe sex. While some people consider things 

such as the morning after pill, abortion and adoption as options for dealing with this 

“complication”, this can leave emotional scarring, as well as affect the physical health of the 

woman. 

When it comes to having sex in random places, with random people, accidents may happen. 

There is always the danger that the other person is not merely a sex addict, but someone who 

is out to hurt others. More commonly, though, you will end up with injuries that are inflicted 

during sex. 

All these factors can affect your health. Add in drugs and alcohol, which frequently make an 

appearance in the lives of sex addicts, and you have a dangerous cocktail that could result in 

hospital time. 

At the very least, you are exposing yourself to far more germs and viruses than those who 

have one sex partner. This is particularly important for women, since the more people you 

are with sexually, the more likely it is you will be exposed to HPV, the Human 

Papillomavirus, which has been linked to cervical cancer. 

Even those who do not engage in risky sexual encounters may find themselves with sex-

related injuries. Using objects as sex toys when they were never meant to be used this way 

can result in internal damage in some rare cases. 

Excessive masturbation is something else that can result in pain and physical injury. 

A sign of sexual addiction is ignoring health risks and simply forging on ahead to enjoy the 

pleasurable feelings. While you may not be thinking of the consequences in the moment, you 

may be faced with them at a later date, if you contract a disease, sustain an injury or get 

pregnant. 
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Emotional Health 

You may have had some emotional baggage before becoming addicted to sex, but the actual 

addiction can cause even more issues. 

You may feel: 

• Guilt 

• Remorse 

• Empty 

• Hatred (of yourself or others) 

• Pain 

• Disconnected 

• Alone 

These are all normal symptoms of sexual addiction 

and they can cause you to undergo more mental 

anguish. It’s not uncommon for those dealing with 

a sexual compulsion to become depressed and 

anxious. 

When you are no longer in control – no longer free 

to stop your compulsions – it can be very anxiety-provoking and even mentally disturbing. 

Unfortunately, this can become a vicious cycle, as you seek out more sexual stimulation to 

cope with the increased anxiety and distress. 

In some cases, the mental distress can go so far that suicidal feelings begin to creep in. If you 

find yourself considering killing yourself, be sure to get help immediately. 

 

Finances 

Sex addiction can even affect your finances. This may be when your spouse or life partner 

begins to realize that something is up. 

It is fairly natural to start hiding the money you spend when you’re using it to pay for things 

like porn sites and call girls. Depending on how often you pour money into your sex 

addiction, you could end up living paycheck to paycheck. It’s not uncommon for people to 

lose their cars, homes and even have to declare bankruptcy in some cases. 

Even knowing this and seeing the damage being done to the bank account doesn’t usually 

work to shock an addict out of their behavior. If anything, it leads to even more issues, as they 

struggle to cover it up. 

Once your money is gone, you won’t stop. In fact, it’s quite likely that you will end up going 

into debt. Credit cards are accepted on nearly all sites and will allow you to charge more and 

more . . . making it possible to spend far beyond your means just to talk to a sex worker or 
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book a hotel to spend a few hours with someone. Hooking up at the bar or nightclub isn’t 

cheap, either. 

As you read earlier in the statistics section, more than half of all online spending goes to 

sexually related purchases. These may range from prostitutes to sex chats and pornography 

websites. There are many, many ways to lose your money when you’re addicted to sex. 

The guilt and stress of being in debt can be part of this cycle, pushing the addict to seek out 

more sexual activity to deal with the mounting financial stress, which, in turn, creates even 

more money problems. 
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Legal 

Following your sexual urges can lead to doing things that are flat out illegal. Engaging in 

prostitution or hiring a prostitute, rape, owning child pornography and abuse are just a few 

of the things that can land you in jail when your addiction is out of control. 

When you are arrested for a sexual offense, even a minor one, it becomes a roadblock to your 

future. Getting a job is difficult with a record, but even harder if you have a sex crime in your 

past. Working with children may not even be a possibility if you’ve been convicted of a sexual 

crime. In these cases, no one cares if you have a disease or addiction, they just don’t want you 

around their business or their children. 

Depending on the crime, you can even end up on the sex offender’s list and have your home 

marked and pointed out to people as a sex offender’s home. This will obviously affect many 

areas of your life, professionally and socially. You may become a social outcast, since most 

people will define you by the sex offender label. 

By seeking out treatment, you can prove them wrong and provide yourself with a future free 

from the compulsive behaviors of your past. 

Sexual addiction can be destructive to families, relationships, finances and your health. 

Unfortunately, that’s not necessarily enough for most addicts to admit that they have a 

problem and need to get help. 

There is a lot of justification when it comes to sexual addiction. It’s not something that you 

can stop because you know it’s dangerous, though that would be the right thing to do. 
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Chapter 8: Relapse Prevention 
An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure. 

—Benjamin Franklin 

 

Hitting Rock Bottom 

No matter how many times an addict promises to change, their behavior will continue until 

they have finally reached their rock bottom.  Sometimes their bottom is being given an 

ultimatum by their spouse.  For others, rock bottom is losing everything and everyone they 

cared for.  It depends on the person and how far their addiction has progressed.  Regardless 

of what their bottom is, it is only at that point that the addict finally comes to the conclusion 

that they need to get help.  Their bubble has burst.  There is nowhere left to hide and nowhere 

left to run.  They can now see their addiction for what it really is.   

  

What does it really mean to hit "rock bottom"?   

How can an addict know when they have reached that point?  There is no specific number of 

sexual encounters; no set number of relationship losses.  Some sex addicts go through three 

or four divorces before they realize that their addiction is what destroyed their relationships.  

For others, being caught in the act by their child makes them realize that their behavior has 

gotten out of control.  An addict will know when they have hit bottom, and when they finally 

do, they will be ready to get help. 

An addict, in general, leads an existence that is very predictable and structured.  Their lives 

revolve around chasing their next high.  When the structure that they have grown accustomed 

to starts to fall apart, they go into crisis mode and begin to experience intense emotions that 

can be very hard to handle.  If they lose their financial support, they begin to wonder how 

they will have enough money to get their fix.  If they are kicked out of their home, they will 

need to find a place to live.  If friends or family have given them an ultimatum, they will need 

to start thinking about new lies to cover up their behavior.  When their structured life begins 

to collapse and they can no longer find ways to continue their behavior, they hit rock bottom.  

They sometimes resort to illegal activities, some have nervous breakdowns, and others have 

violent outbursts.   

  

Inducing Rock Bottom 

For the families of a sex addict, it is possible to nudge the addicted loved one into their rock 

bottom.  By taking away their support beams, it becomes difficult for the addict to continue 

their behavior and the hope is that ultimately they would become willing to seek treatment.   
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In the case of a sex addict, it can be a bit more difficult to reach this point simply because 

technically, sex is free.  Even if the individual is addicted to pornography, there are plenty of 

free pornographic websites on the internet.  Restricting access to the internet is certainly a 

good start in this situation.  Although the addict may just visit an internet cafe or begin getting 

their fix at work using company computers, they stand a greater chance of being caught.  If 

their employer finds out about this behavior, they will likely lose their job.  If they are caught 

in a public place carrying on with this behavior, they may run into legal trouble.  In either 

scenario, the addict will find themselves in an uncomfortable situation.   

As hard as it may be, it may be best for those closest to the addict to cut off contact and 

withdraw any support, financially or emotionally, until they get help.  This means not 

allowing them to sleep in their home, not offering them any financial support, not bailing 

them out of jail and not speaking with them on the phone.  Although it may seem harsh, 

enabling the addict is far worse.  The goal is to put the addict in such a position that their only 

option is to get help. 

 

Basic Tools for Sexual Sobriety 

Unfortunately, triggers for sexual addiction are unavoidable. There will always be an 

attractive person walking by, a billboard that gets your attention, or an unexpectedly sexy 

scene in a movie. Such is life. You will encounter triggers on a regular basis no matter what 

you do. Recognizing this, it is helpful to have a set of easily utilized, in-the-moment tools you 

can turn to when triggered (or think that you might be triggered). A few tools you may wish 

to develop and implement include:  

 

• Seek out a Recovery Coach: A recovery coach is trained to help you get to the root 

of your addiction and move toward healing and recovery. Recovery coaches will 

help you redirect your focus onto more important areas of your life, such as friends, 

family, hobbies and passions, educational pursuits – whatever you’re interested in 

enough to shift your focus away from your addiction. They can identify and help 

you work through all areas of your life that can influence or impact an addiction. 

• Bookending: You can arrange to “bookend” potentially triggering events with 

phone calls to a supportive friend in recovery. During the “before” call, you 

commit to sobriety, and you may even discuss plans to avoid relapse. The “after” 

call provides an opportunity to discuss what happened, what feelings came up, and 

what you might need to do differently next time.  

• Gratitude: A great way to combat “stinking thinking” is to create a gratitude list. 

Writing a ten-item gratitude list nearly always counteracts almost any trigger and 

halts the addictive cycle. Making this a daily habit is even more effective 

• HALT (an acronym for Hungry, Angry/Anxious, Lonely, and Tired): As a sex 

addict, you must learn to ask yourself: When is the last time I ate? Did I get enough 
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sleep last night? Is there some conflict in my life that I need to resolve? Would a 

few minutes spent talking with someone who understands me help me to feel 

better? More often than not, a catnap, a healthy snack, or a five-minute phone 

conversation will greatly diminish your desire to sexually act out.  

• Rubber Banding: With this, you place a rubber band around your wrist, and 

whenever you recognize an addictive sexual thought or fantasy you pull the rubber 

band and release it so it snaps against your arm—ouch!—as a way to distract 

yourself.  

• The Three-Second Rule: As a sex addict, you cannot control the thoughts you 

have or the fact that you feel triggered. You can, however, control what you do 

with those thoughts and feelings. For instance, after spotting an attractive person, 

you can acknowledge that you are human, and it is normal to feel an attraction. 

However, as a sex addict, you need to turn away from the triggering individual 

within three seconds. Then, without turning back for another look, you should 

think about the other person as someone’s wife/daughter/sister or 

father/son/brother, wishing that individual and his or her family all the best. In 

short, when you catch yourself objectifying another person, you immediately turn 

away and try to humanize that person. 

• Turning It Over: This is a variation of the three-second rule described above. 

Essentially, after recognizing an addictive sexual thought or fantasy, you give 

yourself a maximum of three seconds to turn away from it and focus on something 

else—the score of last night’s game, what you need from the grocery store, how 

much you love your spouse, the trouble your kid is having with algebra, etc. Of 

course, during difficult periods, unwanted sexual thoughts may pop into your head 

almost constantly; one unwanted fantasy is banished and moments later another 

arrives. When this occurs, the three-second rule and turning it over can be used 

repeatedly.  

Of course, the half-dozen tools listed above are hardly the full arsenal. Other in-the-moment 

sobriety tools that you may want to think about include: 

• Journaling 

• Attending an online support group or meeting 

• Prayer and/or meditation 

• Reading recovery-related literature 

• Written 12-step work 

• 12-step sponsorship (and similar forms of ongoing outreach to other recovering sex 

addicts) 

• Any activity listed in the outer boundary of your sexual sobriety plan 

Create a list of in-the-moment sobriety tools that you think will work for you. Write a sentence 

about why you believe each of these tools will be effective. Describe a way to create something 

physical (or digital) that will help you to implement each of these tools.  
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o Example: Bookending. I have lots of work-related social events, and I know that I 

may be triggered at them. If I commit to sobriety before each event and check in 

afterward, I will have an extra layer of protection against my addiction. I can add 

numbers of friends in recovery to my phone, making it easy to call someone and 

bookend a potentially problematic event.  

 

Tool 1:  

Tool 2:  

Tool 3:  

Tool 4:  

Tool 5: 

 

Recognizing and Managing Stress 

Stress is a primary trigger toward relapse for most recovering sex addicts. As such, it is 

important to understand the various areas of your life that cause you to feel stress, and to 

develop at least a few effective stress management techniques. For most of us, stress centers 

around work, school, finances, romance, sex, and/or family. Other potential stressors include 

self-care (food, exercise, sleep, etc.), physical health (illness, injury, aging, etc.), losses (death, 

moving, job change, etc.), social life, hobbies, and religion/spirituality.  

There are countless ways to manage stress. For ideas, take a look at the outer boundary of 

your sexual sobriety plan. Beyond what you have listed in your outer boundary, you might 

consider the following: 

• Journaling 

• Meditating  

• Doing fun things (games, outings, movies, and the like) with your spouse, kids, 

friends, etc.  

• Exercising, especially on a team or with others 

• Developing a new hobby or enjoying an old one  

• Being emotionally intimate with your spouse 

• Reading recovery-oriented literature 

• Going to 12-step meetings, therapy, and/or faith-based support groups 

• Taking a class for fun or to further your professional life 

• Gardening 

• Sprucing up the house  

• Caring for a pet 

• Taking a warm, relaxing bath 

• Music—playing it or listening to it 
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• Going for a hike or walk or otherwise spending time in nature  

List areas of your life that cause you stress, either regularly or sporadically. Note the frequency 

with which stress arises in each area, and the severity of that stress. 

o Example: Finances. I worry about money constantly. The stress is ongoing. 

Depending on my bank account, my anxiety ranges from moderate to severe.  

Based on the above list, pick your three most common/severe areas for stress, and list the 

specific ways in which that stress manifests.  

o Example: Money. I feel anxious when we’re planning for vacations, and I can’t 

relax when we’re on those vacations because I’m worried that we can’t afford 

whatever it is we’re doing. I get irritable and tense when I should be enjoying 

myself. I get short-tempered with my family because they’re having fun while I’m 

feeling stressed out.  

 

Stressor Number One:  

Stressor Number Two:  

Stressor Number Three:  

 

What, if any, are your most effective stress management techniques?  

o Example: When I feel stressed, I take three deep breaths, and then I tell myself that 

everything will be OK. 

List activities you are willing to commit to on a regular basis in order to become more calm 

and centered. These should be action items, preferably one in which you can engage with 

other people.  

o Example: I am committed to attending a weekly meditation and yoga class. 

 

 

Creating a Personal Serenity Spot 

In the exercise above, meditation was suggested as a potential stress management technique. 

However, most recovering sex addicts, especially those new to the process, find it incredibly 

difficult to “sit quietly and empty their minds.” In fact, when they try to meditate in this way 

they typically find themselves either obsessing about the past or future tripping (worrying 

about things that might happen in the future). If that is the case for you, developing a peaceful 

and safe serenity spot that you can visit when meditating may be extremely helpful.  
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NOTE: This is a visualization exercise. You may want to record the instructions below on 

your smartphone or some other digital device, and then you can listen to the instructions as 

you close your eyes and visualize.  

Instructions for creating your serenity 

spot are as follows: 

• Find a quiet, comfortable space. 

• Turn off your TV, radio, phone, and 

anything else that makes noise or that 

might interrupt you. 

• When you are ready, sit with both 

of your feet on the floor and your hands 

placed lightly above your knees. 

• Close your eyes and take some 

deep, slow, relaxing breaths.  

• As you relax and breathe, let your mind wander with the idea of finding your 

serenity spot.  

• Your serenity spot should be secluded, meaning you are protected from intruders, 

attacks, and interruptions.  

• Your serenity spot can be a place you have been to. It can also be a place you have 

seen on TV or in a movie, or that you’ve read about in a book. Or it can be totally 

imaginary, original to you and you alone. It can be in nature, your home, or any 

other relaxing environment. 

• Give yourself as much time as you need, allowing your serenity spot to materialize 

instead of forcing it to appear. There is no rush. If you can’t find your serenity 

spot today, that’s OK. You can try this exercise again tomorrow.  

• Once you locate your serenity spot, notice everything that you see in all directions. 

Turn around and take a 360-degree look.  

• Is it day or night in your space? What is the quality of the light? What colors do 

you see? Can you see the sun (or the moon, if it’s nighttime)?  

• Now feel the ground beneath your feet. What is it like? Is it dry, moist, grainy, 

fine, smooth, rough, or something else? Is it soft? Can you run it through your 

fingers? 

• What do you hear? Are there birds and animals? Is there water nearby—perhaps 

a stream or even the ocean? Is the wind rustling through the trees? 
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• What does the air feel like? Is it dry, moist, or something in between? Is it warm 

or cool? Does it feel heavy on your skin, or light?  

• What can you smell? Are there flowers nearby? If so, what kind? Can you smell 

trees and grass, the mossy earth, or the ocean? Can you taste any of the odors? 

• Now let yourself relax and enjoy your serenity spot for as long as you wish.  

• Eventually, when you feel ready, let yourself return from your serenity spot, 

knowing you can visit it again any time you’d like, for as long as you’d like. 

After you have returned from your serenity spot, describe it below as thoroughly as you can. 

Be sure to cover all five of your senses—sight, sound, smell, taste, and touch. Try to also 

describe the sensation of comfort and safety that your serenity spot gives you.  

 

Your Personal Sobriety Reminder 

Imagine that a dear friend or loved one has written a letter for you to read just before you start 

to act out. What could that person say to you to keep you from it? Perhaps the letter would 

read as follows: 

 

Dear XXXXX, 

If you’re reading this note, it’s probably because you are feeling triggered and you’re 

thinking about violating your sexual boundary plan. Maybe you just saw some incredibly 

hot person and now you’re thinking about sex. More likely, however, you are feeling 

lonely, anxious, depressed, ashamed, or bored, and you don’t want to feel this way. So 

you’re thinking about the excitement of illicit sex because you know that will take you 

away from your emotional discomfort.  

It is possible that you’re thinking about calling an old sex partner, looking at porn, 

checking out a hookup app, or hiring a prostitute. Any and all of these actions would 

violate your sexual boundary plan. You may be thinking about these things even though 

you know that once you get started with addictive sexual behaviors, you can’t seem to stop.  

If you give in to these urges, you’ll find yourself right back in the cycle of sexual addiction, 

and your life will start to fall apart just like it did before. You’ll waste incredible amounts 

of time and money. You’ll lose focus. You’ll put yourself at risk for STDs. You’ll feel 

ashamed about your behavior and your inability to keep the commitments you’ve made to 

yourself and your family. You’ll start lying and keeping secrets to cover up your bad 

behavior. You’ll ruin your marriage. You’ll put your career and your standing in the 

community at risk. You might even get arrested. Worst of all, you will feel incredibly 

depressed and anxious—maybe even suicidal.  
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I know you don’t want those things. You’ve been there before, and it was awful. So instead 

of acting out and ruining your sobriety, call your wife just to hear her voice. Play a game 

with your kids. Walk the dog. Get started on that big project at work. Read a book. Call 

a friend in recovery. Paint the house. Take a nap. Plan a family vacation. Eat a healthy 

snack. Go to the gym. Volunteer at the local soup kitchen. Do whatever it is that you have 

to do to break the cycle of your addiction and do it right now; the sooner you stop the cycle, 

the better off you will be.  

When you are not acting out sexually, your life is better. You know this. And the longer 

you are sexually sober, the better it gets. You feel more connected to other people, you are 

more focused at work, and you are more present with your family. Your finances are better. 

You enjoy the company of other people, and they enjoy you in return. You no longer need 

to compartmentalize, hide, and lie about huge chunks of your life. You are happy.  

If you are still unsure what to do right now, ask yourself: If my wife and kids could see 

what I was thinking about doing, how would I feel about that? If you would feel good, then 

proceed. Otherwise, think about doing something else. And no matter what, remember that 

even though you may be feeling worthless and unlovable right now, you’re not. You are 

lovable and worthwhile, and you deserve a happy, healthy, emotionally fulfilling life. Sex 

addiction will not bring you that. Sexual sobriety will.  

Sincerely, 

XXXXX 

 

Would you like to have a sobriety reminder like the one above that you could turn to in times 

of need? If so, you can. In fact, you’re going to write that reminder now.  

Address your reminder letter to you, from you, and be sure to include the following: 

• What might be happening that would cause you to reach for this letter  

• What you might be thinking about doing that would violate your sexual boundary 

plan  

• What will happen if you act out in this (or some other) way  

• What you can do that will stop the cycle of your sexual addiction  

• What your life can/will look like if you don’t act out  

 

Your Emergency Exit Plan 

As a recovering sex addict, you will be triggered to act out sexually. It’s going to happen, and 

that’s a fact. There is nothing you can do to stop it. Recognizing this, it is helpful to have an 
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emergency exit plan in place, and to practice the concrete steps of this plan until your ability 

to step away from the cycle of your addiction becomes ingrained and automatic.  

As with any emergency exit plan, from tornado drills in grammar school to earthquake drills 

in your office high-rise, there are three essential elements: 

1. An obvious and unmistakable alarm signal 

2. A straightforward plan for escape 

3. A way to practice this plan so that, when needed, you can exit automatically  

If you’re like most recovering sex addicts, you 

have both obvious and discreet alarms. Obvious 

alarms would be engaging in any middle 

boundary activity—arguing with your partner, 

skipping therapy or a 12-step meeting, driving 

through an iffy neighborhood for no reason, etc. 

Less obvious alarms tend to involve emotional 

discomfort—depression, anxiety, shame, 

boredom, anger, loneliness, etc. In short, pretty 

much anything in your middle boundary or your 

list of triggers qualifies as an alarm.  

The steps you can take in response to an alarm also tend to be straightforward. You can call 

your sponsor or a friend in recovery, go to a meeting, pray, meditate, exercise, spend time 

with your kids, etc. In fact, anything in your outer circle will likely work.  

As for a routine way to learn these steps? You do this the same way you learned about fire 

and earthquake safety—practice, practice, practice. And you don’t need to be in crisis to 

practice. For instance, if one of your healthy responses to an alarm signal is calling a friend 

in recovery, you can practice when you’re feeling good by calling to check in and to ask how 

that person is doing. You might even suggest that the two of you do something fun and 

social—see a movie, go bowling, have lunch, etc. Over time, using the phone when you don’t 

need help makes it a lot easier to use the phone when you actually do need assistance. 

Create your personalized emergency exit plan below, with ten alarms, ten healthy responses, 

and ten practice techniques. Be as specific as possible. When your emergency exit plan is 

completed, practice your healthy responses, one (or more) per day until you have been 

through your list at least three times.  

• Example: 

o Alarm Signal—Feeling anxiety and wanting to escape that feeling with 

pornography 

o Healthy Response—Call my sponsor or a friend in recovery to talk about what 

I am feeling 
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o Practice Technique—Call that person just to say hi and to see how they are 

doing 

 

1. Alarm Signal 1: 

Healthy Response: 

Practice Technique: 

2. Alarm Signal 2: 

Healthy Response: 

Practice Technique: 

3. Alarm Signal 3: 

Healthy Response: 

Practice Technique: 

4. Alarm Signal 4: 

Healthy Response: 

Practice Technique: 

5. Alarm Signal 5: 

Healthy Response: 

Practice Technique: 

6. Alarm Signal 6: 

Healthy Response: 

Practice Technique: 

7. Alarm Signal 7: 

Healthy Response: 

Practice Technique: 

8. Alarm Signal 8: 

Healthy Response: 

Practice Technique: 

9. Alarm Signal 9: 
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Healthy Response: 

Practice Technique: 

10. Alarm Signal 10: 

Healthy Response: 

Practice Technique: 

 

Creating Your Portable Toolkit 

The time has come for you to create 

an actual toolkit, packed with tools 

for sexual sobriety, that you can 

carry around with you at all times, 

open when you are triggered and 

grab whatever tool is needed. 

Consider purchasing a briefcase, 

messenger bag, portfolio, or some 

other bag to house your tools. Do 

not jumble your tools into a case that 

you also use for work or some other 

purpose. Your sexual sobriety toolkit 

needs to be discrete and easily 

accessible, and you should not have to search through other stuff to locate the tools within it.  

Items you might want in your toolkit include: 

• A printed version of your sexual boundary plan 

• A printed list of helpful phone numbers—therapist, 12-step sponsor, friends in 

recovery, etc. 

• 12-step meeting lists (and meeting lists for any other support groups you attend) 

• Photos of your spouse and kids 

• Rubber bands  

• Healthy snacks  

• A list of things for which you are grateful 

• A list of effective stress management techniques 

• Meditation aids, including a description of your serenity spot 

• Your written reminder about the importance of sobriety 
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• Your emergency exit plan 

• Recovery-related literature 

• Your recovery journal 

• Etc. 

Many sex addicts also like to keep digital versions of these items (all those that can be stored 

in digital format) on their smartphones, tablets, laptops, and other digital devices.  

List the items that you want in your portable toolkit, with a brief statement about when and 

how each particular item might help you. 

Now create your portable toolkit. After you have done so, write a few sentences about how 

your portable toolkit makes you feel (safe, protected, prepared, etc.)  
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Chapter 9: Rebuilding Bridges: How to Restore the 

Relationship with Your Partner 
 

The presence of sex addiction can sometimes be so strong that even engaging in sexual activity 

every day with your partner will not be enough. In this chapter, we will focus more on how 

the addiction can destroy a relationship. Additionally, we will point out what can be done to 

rebuild it. 

 

How can sex addiction affect relationships? 

As discussed previously, sex addiction can affect several areas in a person’s life. Ultimately, 

all these areas can have an effect on the relationship of the affected individual with their 

partner. 

1. The preoccupation with sex can lead to inefficiency at work, which can lead to a 

decrease in the salary, should the person be demoted. Worse yet, the affected 

individual can even be removed from work entirely. Similarly, the money that 

should be spent for the family is spent for things that can satisfy their want for sex. 

Ultimately, it can exhaust the money that should be invested for more important 

things like paying the bills, purchasing food and necessities, and even your child’s 

needs for education. 

2. Engaging in extramarital sex significantly increases the chances of the individual 

getting several kinds of communicable diseases like sexually transmitted diseases 

and acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS). You can even afflict your 

marital partner with the condition. 

3. Flirting and extramarital sex causes jealousy, because of suspicion that the feelings 

of love intended for them are redirected to another person. This is especially 

observed in women; they believe that sex will not happen if there are no feelings 

involved. This break of trust can be the start of the end for the relationship. 

 

Does the partner of the sex addict need help? 

Even if the unaffected partner does not experience the addiction, they still need to be included 

in the therapy process. According to ElementsBehavioralHealth.com, this is for the reason 

that the unaffected partner also experience intense feelings such as guilt, anger, and shame. It 

also helps them understand their partner’s situation and learn how to cope with it accordingly. 
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What is couples’ therapy? 

The affected individual and their partner can benefit from another therapy method made 

specifically for them called couples’ therapy. This is an intensive therapy session that both the 

sex addict and the partner should attend, and it aims to address the following issues: 

1. Discussion as whether the relationship should be continued and repaired, or if it 

should be dissolved as the only remaining solution 

2. Discussion of all things concerning the children. This can include their security, 

disclosing information related to the addiction of the affected parent, and 

managing life at home while this crisis is being dealt with 

3. Resolving denial and avoidance 

4. Helping the addicted individual and their partner to deal with embarrassment, 

guilt, and shame  

5. How to manage resentment and anger 

6. Recovering from betrayal 

7. How to manage the losses (especially financial-related losses) 

8. How the couple can integrate the affected parent’s need to facilitate recovery with 

their children and other family members 

9. Rebuilding the trust and intimacy within the relationship 

 

What should be done to rebuild the relationship? 

The therapy may be useful in getting the couple to resolve their issues with one another. 

However, making amends doesn’t just happen inside the therapy room. The following tips 

can help you achieve this goal: 

1. Take on the role that you once abandoned – The family is a group, and each of 

its members (especially the parents) needs to fulfill a certain role. However, there 

is a great possibility that the addict will abandon their role because of the 

preoccupation to satisfy their need for the object of addiction. This can cause role 

reversals in the family, or 1 spouse taking of more than one role. This can be an 

extremely difficult burden for the other (unaddicted) family members to carry. If 

the husband is sexually addicted, for example, his income will most likely be spent 

on prostitutes or things related to the addiction; thus, the wife will most likely need 

to provide for the finances of the family. Once you are serious about getting help, 

therefore, you should once again be ready and willing to fulfill the role that you are 

supposed to have in the family, thus lifting the burden of carrying the family off 

the shoulders of your spouse and even your children. 
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2. Earn your family’s trust – addiction can lead to betrayal of trust. Most sex addicts 

deny their actions and always make up excuses for their behavior, even if the 

problem is evident to the family members. As a building block of any relationship, 

the affected individual should do their best to rebuild trust, if they also want to save 

the relationship. Trust is built by upholding your word; thus, the simple gesture of 

keeping your promises should be made. If you say that you are going to a relative’s 

house, for example, and not to strip clubs, make sure that you are really in the place 

that you said you would be. Start by committing yourself to do small things; by 

doing so, your partner will see the truthfulness in your words and actions, and trust 

might begin to be restored. 

3. Move away from situations that can remind you of the life you want to leave 

behind – if you want to “unlearn” your addiction, make an effort to move away 

from the situations that will remind you about it. Do something that can occupy 

the vacancy left by the abandoned routine. Redirect your thoughts and energy to 

something more productive, now that you have plenty of time to do other things. 

4. Re-establish communication and do it effectively – communication was 

compromised due to the addiction; therefore, it is time to reconnect with the 

relationships that took the backseat while you were still preoccupied with sex. 

Also, communicating effectively means that you should listen effectively and not 

react based on your own beliefs and perceptions. Refrain from asking “why” or 

pointing at “you”, as these usually mean that you are attacking and accusing the 

other party. Rather, refer to “I” and “me”, which implies that you are taking 

responsibility of your own words and actions. This can create a better atmosphere 

for honest communication. 

5. Learn how to empathize, not sympathize with the addicted family member. To 

further enhance the effects of therapy it is important that the affected family 

member feels that he/she is not alone with the fight. This can be achieved if other 

family members will empathize with them. By empathizing, the family shows the 

affected member that they are there for him/her and they understand what he/she 

is undergoing. However, the family should not go to the point of tolerating the 

affected family member’s desire just to create the illusion that the family 

relationships are going smoothly. If you take this approach, it will undermine the 

effects of the therapy as well as further sink the family member into the hole of 

addiction.  

By learning how to rebuild the broken relationship, the affected individual will hopefully be 

more motivated to pursue therapy – not just for their own good, but also for the benefit of the 

entire family. 
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Chapter 10: The 6 Master Steps to Creating Any Form of 

Change  
  

I have to warn you, these steps sound so simplistic that most people don’t use them! 

 

Step 1) Decide what exactly you want and what is preventing you from getting it right 

now 

It sounds so third grade, doesn’t it? Generally, when people want to change they say what 

they don’t want instead of what they do want. “I don’t want to smoke anymore, I don’t want 

to feel like hell anymore” and sometimes when they’re asked what they want to change to, 

they say “to feel better”. This is far too general. Remember that the brain is the ultimate 

computer and if we will give it precise instructions, it will follow through. However, it cannot 

do that if you don’t know exactly what you want.  

Knowing what you want requires making a decision. Most people haven’t used their decision 

muscles for so long, that they have a hard time deciding what they want for dinner – much 

less making a decision about a major change.  

If you’re not making progress or if you’re not achieving what you want, you must go back 

and clarify what it is you truly want as well as what is stopping you. You might say “I don’t 

know what’s stopping me”, but that is not true. That false belief that you don’t know what is 

holding you back is a belief system that keeps you from changing. From this day forward, I 

want to challenge you to operate from a brand new belief system – that you always know 

what is holding you back. The minute you become aware of it and acknowledge it, you can 

change it.  

Usually, what is holding you back is that you are linking pain, at some level of your 

consciousness, to changing. You fear the change. Why? Because we human beings have a 

desperate need for certainty; uncertainty means that we might experience even more pain. 

This is a big challenge. The only way to move forward toward our goals, then, is to get such 

a clear idea of what we want – something that is so compelling that it drives us – that we have 

a new sense that if we make this change, we’re going to have incredible pleasure in our lives. 

We don’t want to change just to avoid pain, but rather to get more out of our lives.  

So what change do you want in your life? What do you really want? What do you really want 

to change to? And what’s preventing you from getting it? Is it a belief, or a negative feeling or 

association, or a fear of what that change might bring – a sense of uncertainty? 

Think right now of something you really want to change in your life, something you want to 

change to. Don’t just say that you want to stop smoking – what do you want to do instead? 

How do you want to live instead? Define it very clearly and what, up until now, has been 
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preventing you from taking the necessary actions needed to make the change. Do this exercise 

right now. Don’t just read passively; finally decide what you want your life to be. 

 

Step 2) Get leverage  

This is the biggest reason why people fail to make the change or take years to finally change. 

Remember – change is a decision that happens in a moment. The key to this is knowing how 

to make that moment happen now. The pattern that keeps you from changing needs to shift. 

In other words, if you aren’t changing, it is simply for one of two reasons – either (1) because 

you are linking more pain to changing than to staying the way you are now, or (2) that you’re 

not linking enough pleasure to changing because it’s not compelling enough.  

You get what you must have, not what you “should” have. This is why it is absolutely crucial 

that we ramp up the amount of pain we feel that is associated with the certain behavior that 

we want to change. It must become so painful that we must change.  

For example, it’s not enough to say, “Oh, I really should stop going to massage parlors” or 

“Oh, I really should stop looking at porn.” You can sit there and “should” yourself all day 

and still ultimately do nothing about it. You get what you must have so this change has to be 

a MUST.  

How does one do that? The first step is realizing that the only thing stopping you from 

changing is the fact that you have mixed emotions about the whole idea of changing. You 

might have some chatter in your head, “Well, what if I quit visiting prostitutes and then my 

wife leaves me anyway? Why even try?”  

These mixed emotions are what keep us from changing. Our capability of changing is not the 

problem. If you’re smoking, for example, then you’re doing it to yourself; it’s not like the 

cigarette comes up to your mouth and attacks you. You do this to yourself! 

If you are out of control in any area of your life you can change that right now – this moment 

– if you just decide to cut off any other possibility. However, most of us don’t do that, because 

change is not a matter of capability; rather, it’s a matter of motivation. 

Sometimes one gets secondary gains from the negative emotions/behavior they are indulging 

in. For example, if you go to see a therapist again and again for the same exact issue, why? 

Why would you not make the change? Because you don’t have enough leverage. Maybe 

you’ve learned to appreciate the therapist and he/she is your friend. And now you may have 

the leverage to stay the way you are because you have this wonderful friend. That is called 

secondary gain.  

Another example is, let’s say you received an injury of some sort.  Recovery from your injury 

is very important.  However, suddenly people around you may have started expressing their 

love towards you, doing things for you that they don’t usually do, to help take care of you 

during your convalescence. Now, you may consciously want to heal and get well, but 
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unconsciously, your brain may be saying that you’ve got a pretty good deal going. These are 

the kinds of secondary gains we are talking about. 

We can always change – what we’re usually missing is the leverage. A lack of change always 

comes down to mixed neuro-associations.  

How do we change this? The answer is simple – we must get ourselves excited to the point 

that the thing we want to change to becomes so compelling to us that we want it more than 

anything else in the world. What we need to do to make it real is find somebody who is a role 

model, who inspires you, who’s living the change you want to have. That’s the first element.  

Second, get yourself to link so much pain to not changing, that you have no choice but to 

change right now. You can do that by asking pain-associating questions. For example, “What 

am I missing out on right now in my life because I haven’t made this change?” “What have I 

already missed out on?”  

When you get yourself to that point that your brain says, “I’ve had it! Never again!” that is 

the moment your brain changes. You must think of what you’re missing out on, the pain 

you’ll have in the future if you don’t change now. The key is to make it urgent – it’s not 

enough to tell yourself that you’ll change someday; you must change right now! Once you’re 

done with that, think of the pleasure that you will get instead. Make it real!  Visualize, 

imagine, feel the pain you’ll experience from not changing, and the pleasure you will feel 

when you do change. Make it so real, so vivid that you know that change is a must. Stop 

reading and do this step right now. 

Eighty percent of making a change is having a strong enough “why”. The other 20% is 

knowing how to do it. There are many ways – many “how’s” – to change. The key is to get 

enough reasons, compelling reasons, your “why”. That is what will give you leverage. 

 

Step 3) Interrupt your old pattern  

Up to this point, you may still not know how to make a change, even if you know what you 

want and why you want it. You may keep practicing the same pattern over and over again. 

I’m sure you’ve all heard the popular definition of insanity – doing the same thing over and 

over again and yet expecting different results. It is just like a fly trying to get out of a room 

but repeatedly hitting the glass.  

The key here is that you must interrupt the pattern that has been holding you back. You don’t 

even have to stop it at this point; just interrupt the pattern and you render it useless. There are 

many ways of interrupting patterns. All it really requires is that you do something out of the 

ordinary or unexpected. For example, throw your hands up in the air (while you’re in that 

old pattern) and scream, “Thank goodness my feet don’t stink today!” The more outrageous 

the pattern interrupts are, the more effective they will be. 

Pattern interrupts are rare because we are usually not deliberate and intentional about 

applying them.  
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For example, have you ever been so immersed in a conversation that you lost track of 

everything around you? Then suddenly, somebody pops up and asks a silly or completely 

unrelated question. You answer the question, but when you get back to the conversation you 

were having, you don’t remember what you were talking about. That is a classic example of 

a pattern interrupt. 

For those of you who remember LP records, you know that if you scratch a record back and 

forth, again and again, then it won’t play the same. If you just scratch it once it will skip a 

beat but usually continue to play. In the same way, you must keep interrupting your pattern 

until you don’t know how to get back to that old behavior again. Interrupting it once won’t 

do the trick. 

Now brainstorm a bunch of ideas for ways in which you can interrupt your old pattern. What 

could you picture that would crack you up? What could you say to yourself? What could you 

do with your body? What could you do to interrupt your pattern in a humorous way, 

something that would jar you out of that pattern and make you smile or laugh? Do this right 

now. 

Now, on the list you just made, choose the top 3 ways you can interrupt your pattern. Circle 

them and use them. If you’re not happy with the things you’ve come up with, then find 

someone who has already successfully broken their addictive cycles and find out what they 

do instead. Find out how they interrupted their pattern and try their technique. 

 

Step 4) Create an empowering alternative  

Just interrupting your old pattern in only half of the solution – you must now replace the old 

pattern with an empowering alternative. This is crucial. 

To do this, preserve the intention of your 

old behavior but find a new pattern that 

will give you the same benefits but without 

the negative side effects. For example, the 

intention for masturbating was not to 

injure yourself and ruin your relationships, 

but to give you a way out of boredom, or 

to help you relax. The new, healthy habit 

must therefore address this need. In other 

words, find a healthy, empowering 

alternative that will help you to relax or 

give you something constructive to do 

when you are bored. 

Do step number 4 now. If you’re not going to give in to your addictive habits, then what are 

you going to do instead to change your emotional states? Take a moment now and come up 

with a list of alternatives. Carry your list around with you and use it like a menu. So now 
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whenever you don’t feel good, pull out your menu and say, “These are the ways I can make 

myself feel good without the destructive side effects.” If you don’t like your ways then again, 

find a role model and use their techniques.  

 

 

Step 5) Condition the new pattern until it remains consistent 

Conditioning is the key. Willpower alone is not sufficient in breaking the old pattern and it 

will not drive you through to creating the change you want. Whatever we reinforce will 

eventually be conditioned within us. Conditioning is simple: do something over and over 

again with enough emotional intensity and it will become conditioned. Each time we do 

something repeatedly, we’re laying the neurological connections in our mind. Our mind 

cannot tell the difference between what is vividly imagined and what is actually experienced. 

Each time you practice the new pattern, you will reinforce it and make the neurological 

connection stronger, to the point that this new pattern becomes the dominant force of your 

life. Write down things you can do to make sure you stick to this new alternative, so that it 

becomes conditioned.  

 

Step 6) Test it  

Now that a new alternative is conditioned, how are you going to be sure it works? The answer 

is to test it. The best way to test it is to use the technique called the future pace.  

Future pace is simply this; sit down and close your eyes as you imagine that situation where 

you think you have made a change. Notice how you react. For example, let’s say one of the 

things you wanted to change is how you react to your wife when she frustrates you. Close 

your eyes and imagine your wife speaking to you in an angry tone (or whatever it is that you 

find frustrating) and notice how you feel. Do you see yourself feeling resourceful? Or do you 

feel the old way?  

If you feel the old way, then just recycle through the 6 steps. Maybe you haven’t conditioned 

yourself enough, or maybe the alternative was not strong enough, or you didn’t break the 

pattern, or you didn’t have enough leverage, or you’re not really clear on what you want. 

Recycle the 6 steps until you produce the result you’re committed to.  

Part of testing is making sure that this change is going to be ecological. The study of ecology 

is basically the study of consequences. So think, look back, and ask yourself, “By making this 

change will my whole life be enhanced? Will any area of my life be disturbed by this change?” 

As long as you note that this change will stay consistent with your own personal values and 

they support the people around you, then your test will be complete, you can live by this new 

pattern and you will have created the change that you have been pursuing.  
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If there is anything you don’t like in your life, then simply change it; make your life the way 

you want it. You have the power to shape your destiny. Take control now. Most importantly, 

have fun! Enjoy the process of making change. The biggest mistake people make is that they 

think that making change has to be painful. If you can break your patterns in fun ways, then 

you can make this change the most enjoyable you’ve ever made.  
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Chapter 11: How to Find Help Treating a Sex Addict  
  

Sex addicts have sex without regard to potential consequences. A sex addict often uses sex as 

a quick fix to relieve anxiety, loneliness, pain or other forms of stress, and this cycle must last 

more than six months before it can be diagnosed. According to the American Association for 

Marriage and Family Therapy, there are approximately 12 million sex addicts in the United 

States. Fortunately, just like other addictions, there are various ways of dealing with sex 

addiction.  

  

Understanding Sexual Compulsion  

Understanding sexual compulsion is necessary if you are to deal with this addiction. 

Compulsive sexual behavior, also known as hypersexual disorder, nymphomania or 

hypersexuality, is a state where you are completely obsessed with sexual behaviors, thoughts 

or even feelings to the extent that the behavior interferes with work, health, relationships and 

other normal activities.  

 In some cases, the obsession involves a sexual activity or behavior that is normally healthy 

and enjoyable. In a few cases, the obsession involves fantasies about abnormal sexual 

behaviors that are generally considered immoral or illegal. Irrespective of the nature of the 

obsession, sexual compulsion can ruin your life.  

  

How to Diagnose Sex Addictions  

Not everybody knows how to diagnose sex addictions. It may not be easy to diagnose sexual 

addiction because some people generally use the term to denote all kinds of sexual activities. 

For this reason, the diagnosis should be handled by a sex addiction professional. The 

professional should rule out other factors that may be causing the symptoms of 

nymphomania. Some conditions that can produce the same symptoms as nymphomania 

include drug abuse and different mental health conditions, such as obsessive-compulsive 

disorder, bipolar disorder, and attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder. The problem is 

compounded by the fact that you can have more than one of these conditions concurrently. 

This is another reason why a sexual addiction professional is needed to diagnose the issue.  

  

How to Recognize a Sex Addict  

It is not easy to know how to recognize a sex addict. There are several sex addiction 

symptoms, however, that you can use to determine whether you or one of your loved ones is 

grappling with sexual addiction. Some of these symptoms include:  

• Intense sexual impulses  
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• Drive for abnormal sexual activities  

• Difficulty forming emotional connections  

• Using sex as an escape behavior  

• Disregarding the consequences of sexual activities  

  

Sexual addiction manifests itself in different degrees and forms, just like drug addiction. In 

some cases, only a few of the symptoms above may be discernable. However, in all cases, sex 

addicts continue with their destructive behaviors without regard for the consequences. Often, 

people start their addictions as a means of coping with different problems, but the addictions 

go on to perpetuate a cycle of the same problems they wanted to cope with initially. Thus, 

you need to seek treatment as soon as any of these symptoms start to manifest.  

  

How to Treat Sex Addicts  

For years, people have grappled with the problem of how to treat sex addicts. Currently, there 

are different forms of treatment available, but most of them include psychosocial and 

pharmacotherapy techniques. Psychosocial treatment involves group therapy, where addicts 

attend group sessions where they get support and fellowship. Outpatient and inpatient 

treatment programs tend to focus on identification of the behavioral triggers. This helps 

patients in learning how to make better choices, to cope with their addiction and generally to 

break their habits.  

 There are also individual psychotherapy programs for sex addicts. Most of them take the 

psychodynamic psychotherapy approach (which deals with the major conflicts that trigger 

these dysfunctional sexual behaviors) or the cognitive behavioral therapy approach (which 

mirrors the treatment options of drug abuse programs). Some medications may be useful in 

dealing with sexual addiction, but it is up to an addiction treatment professional to determine 

which ones are suitable for use by each individual. 

 

Sex and Love Addiction Recovery Coach 

As I’ve mentioned several times in this book already, a recovery coach can be an invaluable 

resource for you as you navigate the stormy waters of addiction recovery. A recovery coach’s 

passion is to support and aid you in making the decisions and transitions you will need to 

make. As you walk away from addiction and move toward health and wellness, don’t do it 

alone. A recovery coach has dedicated his life to helping people just like you achieve their 

goals and freedom from addiction. 
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See the section on Somato Emotional Repatterning to understand the breakthrough process 

that I have developed and used with many of my clients. This technique has allowed my 

clients to see amazing results, even where other techniques and programs have failed. 

 

Support Groups for Sexual Addicts and their Families 

The sex addict’s family and circle of friends are a powerful group of people that can help affect 

change in the addicted individual. However, they will not always know and understand 

exactly what to do about the addict’s situation. Therefore, it is important for an addict to also 

be with other people who have experienced just what they are experiencing. It can 

significantly contribute to the person’s desire to change themselves if they know that they are 

not alone. The following is a short list of support groups that an individual can visit: 

• Sex Addicts Anonymous (saa-recovery.org) – one of the most well-known support 

groups for any addiction is provided for by the “Anonymous”. This group caters 

to any person that experiences sex addiction, regardless of their age, sex, marital 

status, religion, nationality, sexual orientation, or occupation. They provide 12-

step programs to clients as well as regular group therapy sessions. 

• Partners of Sex Addicts’ Resource Center (posarc.com) – the aim of this group is 

not to cater to the sex addicts, but rather the wives and husbands of the addicts. 

With the help of this group, they can better cope with the situation as well as help 

them help them partners to break free from addiction. 

• Sex and Love Addicts Anonymous (https://slaafws.org) – this is a program for 

anyone who suffers from an addictive compulsion to engage in or avoid sex, love, 

or emotional attachment.  They use the Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions 

adapted from Alcoholics Anonymous to recover from these compulsions. 

• Daily Strength (dailystrength.org) – this is a forum-based online support group 

wherein people can share their stories, post questions that will be answered by 

other forum members, suggest treatments, and provide informative articles about 

the condition.  

  

This issue may be difficult to talk about, but these groups can certainly help provide much-

needed support to both the addict and their partners. Being in the company of other people 

who have experienced the same situations can make them feel that they can also accomplish 

what the other members of the group have.  

 

 

 

https://saa-recovery.org/
http://www.posarc.com/
https://slaafws.org/
file:///C:/Users/Lianne/SkyDrive/Dr.%20Roth/Autism%20ebohttps:/www.dailystrength.org/categories/Addiction_Recoveryok%202%20(cover%202).docx
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Chapter 12: What is Somato Emotional Repatterning? 
 

The human body has many energy meridians running through it. You can easily feel some of 

these meridians, such as the pulse points on your wrists. Others are not as readily 

recognizable. However, all of them function as pathways for energy to travel around your 

body, working to keep you healthy and energetic. 

 

During the course of our lives, most of us have experienced some sort of stressful or traumatic 

event at one point or another – perhaps 

something that made us feel unsafe, fearful, 

helpless, etc. It doesn’t really matter if the 

actual event was, indeed, truly dangerous (or 

stressful, or sad, or whatever). What matters is 

that at the time, we perceived it as such. 

 

When this happens, that trauma (past or 

present) lodges itself in the body, forming a 

blockage to the natural, healthy energy flow of 

the body. The important thing to remember here is that this in not just something that is “all 

in your mind”, something that you should “just get over”. This is an energy blockage in your 

body that is very real. 

Our bodies can usually learn to compensate for these blockages and continue to function, 

even if they are not functioning optimally. Imagine, for example, being asked to run a 

marathon while having to slog through mud the entire time. You might be able to do it for a 

while, perhaps even running quickly. However, over time your body would grow tired from 

having to drudge through the added resistance, and you would begin to slow down. 

The same concept is true for these energy blockages. We can continue to function, even 

appearing to function normally, for some time. However, as we grow weary of “slogging 

through” the added resistance of these blockages, we begin to grow tired and slow down. This 

is when sickness, pain and disease (or “dis-ease”) begin to be displayed, either mentally or 

physically. 

As this relates to addiction therapy, we will focus mainly on the psychological symptoms that 

have their root here. These are not necessarily the addictions themselves, but the psychological 

conditions that result in the addictions, usually as people try to find an escape from what they are 

feeling. Here are some examples: 

• Self-sabotaging behaviors, like those that lead to addiction 

• General anxiety, social anxiety and other forms of distress 
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• Phobias that can lead to irrational behavior 

This list is by no means exhaustive, but it gives you an idea of some of the symptoms that can 

be manifested because of energy blockages in the body. 

 

This is where Somato Emotional Repatterning comes in. I coined this phrase because it covers 

both sides of our health: 

• Somato – relating to the physical body, and 

• Emotional – relating to our feelings and mental state 

This technique takes into account that most “symptoms” are not what they appear to be on 

the surface, and most of the time they have their origin in that trauma or stress that has become 

embedded, often below the realm of conscious thought. The presenting symptom cannot be 

effectively dealt with until the underlying stressor that caused it has been released and the body’s energy 

is free to flow and begin healing itself again. 

 

So how does Somato Emotional Repatterning work? 

The beauty of this technique is in the word 

“Repatterning”. My goal, when I see my clients, is to 

find where the blockage is and release the negative 

charge that is associated with it. In other words, I 

want to help the person’s mind and body “repattern” 

the way it thinks about the traumatic or stressful 

event. The memory of the event might still be there, 

but it loses the destructive negative effect it once had 

in the body. 

This is accomplished by accessing the body’s 

meridian points and using a series of tapping motions 

and eye movements to actually reprogram (or 

“repattern”) the person’s neurological pathways in a 

more positive direction. The process is painless and non-invasive, yet very powerful in 

balancing blockages that have formed.  

It’s important to recognize that Somato Emotional Repatterning alone doesn’t actually cure 

the patient and eliminate the conditions that make a person act a certain way. Instead, it 

removes neurological barriers that can stand in the way of treatment and allows the body to 

begin healing itself naturally. 
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Conclusion 
This guide will help you travel from a world of pathological habits and sexual slavery into a 

new world of personal fulfillment and power. You need to be focused and you need to be 

strong, but you also need to be gentle with yourself. We've discussed meditation and we'll 

mention it one more time. Meditation is keeping council with your best friend: yourself. Do 

it every day just to remind yourself of who you are and where you want to be. If you're not 

sure how to do it there are many websites and guides that can help you. 

Breaking the habit will be a simple task, but a difficult one. You're completely capable of 

doing it if you follow these guidelines. If you fail the first time, just try again. If you feel the 

need to seek professional help, don't be ashamed to do so. Be proud to have made that healthy 

decision. There are also sex addiction groups prepared to help guide you. 

Now you are ready for a new stage of your life. If you follow these guidelines you will actually 

find your new sex life to be more fulfilling than before, and the rest of your life will grow as 

you make room for the things that you had been denying yourself. 

Have fun, be brave, and good luck! 
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About Michael Roth 
 

Michael Roth, C.Ad, SRC is an experienced and 

dedicated Holistic Addiction and Wellness 

Specialist, author and speaker. He has been 

practicing in Ventura County, CA for over 34 

years, and his passion is to support his clients in a 

variety of struggles, including stress management, 

addictions, and more. 

 

Although he has many titles and certifications, the 

thing that brings him the most fulfillment is being 

able to move his clients and their families from 

despair to hope, and eventually to healing – no 

matter how many failures litter their past. 

Michael has spent the last three decades practicing 

and continually learning new, cutting-edge 

modalities that allow him to give his clients the most effective and modern care available. His 

approach is holistic, meaning that he approaches each client as a whole person, with an 

emphasis on the mind/body connection. This is his passion. 

 

He is currently a Certified Addictionologist (C.Ad) with a specialty in compulsive behaviors 

and disorders, a Certified Sexual Addiction Recovery Coach (SRC), a Certified 

Bioenergetic Practitioner, a Certified Intimacy Anorexia Coach, and a Transformational 

Life Coach. He is also the developer of the Somato Emotional Repatterning technique, which 

has resulted in dramatic breakthroughs for many of his clients. 

 

If you or someone you love struggle with addiction, please don’t continue to live in despair. 

Fill out our contact form or call my office at (805) 644-0461. You do not have to be local to 

California; I have helped clients from all over the world (via Skype or other methods). 

 

Don’t wait any longer. There is hope. There is help. There is healing. 

BreakthroughAddictionRecovery.net 

https://breakthroughaddictionrecovery.net/contact-us/
https://breakthroughaddictionrecovery.net/

